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INSELTOWN is horrified
the darkest plastic
surgery secrets of the
stars will be exposed
after a shocking theft of
confidential records!
Panic spread after a disgruntled
former employee of a Beverly Hills
cosmetic surgeon located on posh
Rodeo Drive made off with the files
of 15,000 patients — including
those of A-list celebrities.
“This is a disaster of epic
proportions,” one celebrity insider
confessed of the heist, which was
recently revealed by an audit.
“There are many prominent stars
and personalities — both men and
women — who are quaking in their
boots!”
The National ENQUIRER’s spy on
the scene dished that the affected
celebrities include a two-time
Grammy winner, a star of one of
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the “Real Housewives” franchises
— and a three-time Tony Award
winner!
Worse yet, a spokesperson for Dr.
Zain Kadri admitted the employee
had also secretly taken photos of
patients before and during surgeries
and uploaded them to the mobile
messaging app Snapchat.
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What’s more, the thief helped
herself to copies of identification
and credit and debit card
information of patients from more
than 16 states and five countries!
While no specific victims have
been named, insiders said Janice
Dickinson, Priscilla Presley,
Sylvester Stallone, Melanie Griffith,
Mickey Rourke and Cher were
rumored to have visited the facility.
“This is a serious breach of
patient privacy and a felonious act
in direct violation of HIPAA [federal
privacy regulations],” said Dr. Leslie
Stevens, a Beverly Hills plastic
surgeon to the stars.
“We all have systems in place
to guard against breaches.
Unfortunately … this was an inside
job.”
The employee reportedly quit on
March 13 after she had allegedly
been caught embezzling from the
doctor, and shocking images were
found on a company mobile phone.
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The suspect also uploaded “some
pretty disrespectful videos of the
doctor” to Snapchat, according to
the spokesperson.
The Los Angeles County Sheriff
said a police report was filed but no
arrests have been made.
We uncovered a similar security
breach in February when a ghoulish
garbage man was discovered
peddling similar celebrity plastic
surgery secrets — until The
ENQUIRER halted the ghastly trashfor-cash scheme!
The sanitation specialist ran
a business whose sole purpose
was to dispose of ultra-sensitive
documents — but instead of
destroying the medical files, the
villain shopped them to the highest
bidder!
After the sleazy spy contacted
The ENQUIRER, we arranged an
undercover sting at our Hollywood
bureau, and the details of his dirty
operation were exposed to his
victims! NE
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